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BASLER TAUBE
An AHPS Experience
a composite of reports from Ralph Soder-
berg, Ernest Bergman, Cheryl Ganz, Har-
lan Stone, and John Steinberg.

Basler Taube, the Swiss National
Stamp Show held in Basel June 17-25,
1995, was attended by 10 AHPS members,
4 of whom exhibited and one was a judge.
The following are excerpts from attendees '
reports . See also Chuck LaBlonde's article
on page 9 for a judge 's perspective.

(Ralph Soderberg)"I flew to Zurich the
night of June 15 and was most pleased to
encounter no problems with customs with
my exhibit . The show committee had done
a good job and supplied forms already made out and
with instructions for the customs officials. Less than
an hour after landing I was on the train to Basel, a 75
minute ride.

The show committee supplied excellent help in
mounting my exhibit Thursday afternoon. On Friday
evening there was an official opening ceremony by in-
vitation only - speeches and band music, followed by a
nice reception with wine. I gained entrance because
of a "press" invitation because of TELL!

AHPS dinner (1 to r) Alice Bergman, John Steinberg,
Cheryl Ganz, Roland Kohl, Pat and Ian Gilchrist, and
AHPS President Ernest Bergman .

AHPS dinner (1 to r) Charles LaBlonde, Fred Pickard,
Helen and Harlan Stone, and Ralph Soderberg.

The Basel convention complex was very large, the
Basler Taube using only a small part. On entering
the building the PTT had several counters on the left
with the Souvenir Sheet and any other current Swiss
stamps desired. On the right were tables and chairs
for making up covers etc. and several canceling de-
vices with helpful clerks who put the cancels wher-
ever you wished . A very nice central point was the
hospitality stand of the Union of Swiss Philatelic So-

cieties, where one could rest and have a
complimentary small glass of wine - al-
ways busy! The exhibits - over 3000
frames - were concentrated in two large
rooms on the ground floor, separated by
space for restaurants, special exhibits
such as a room devoted to Basel Doves,
etc. On a mezzanine surrounding each of
the main rooms were over 100 dealer
booths. There were also more restau-
rants and rest areas. There was some in-
teresting material for sale, but with the
Franc worth close to 90 cents U .S. there
were no bargains. I spent much of my
time trying to absorb the hundreds of ex-
hibits and exploring the lovely city of
Basel ."

(John Steinberg)"On Monday the
AHPS organized a dinner under the guid-

ance of Cheryl Ganz, and we all met at the Cafe Valai-

sanne, where a good time over fondue, Raclette, wine,
and beer was had by all . ."

	

(Cont. on next page)
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BASLER TAUBE (Cont.)

(Ralph Soderberg)"Our past president, Chuck
LaBlonde, was honoured by being selected to be a
judge joining a multinational jury including members
from Germany, Austria, France, and Sweden.

On Saturday the 24th the Palmares banquet was
held in a lovely room in the convention hall . The food
was excellent, but there was a full hour between
courses . At a cost of 85 SFr . one might also have ex-
pected water, wine, or beer with dinner without extra
charge.

Basler Taube was over all too soon . On Sunday
evening the exhibits were dismounted with good help
and no waiting.

(Ernest Bergman)"It was indeed a beautiful sight:
3000 frames (12 pages/frame) by 350 exhibitors from
10 countries commemorating the 150th anniversary of
the "Basler Taube (Dove of Basel)" issue . One has
never seen so many fantastic "Basler Taube" items
under one roof. Some of the material came from the
Swiss Postal Museum in Bern and included a mint
block of 15 of the honoured stamp. At another loca-
tion, four frames of Rayon II stamps including the
famous "Mirabaud sheet" of 30 mint.

Another highlight of the show was the signing of
the book "Auslandstaxen der schweizerischen
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From the President
Yes, all of us are back from the beautiful "Basler

Taube" exhibition in Basel. It was indeed a great
show, and elsewhere in "Tell" will be a further report
on an occasion which normally takes place only every
seven years, but this time was held earlier due to the
150th anniversary of the "Dove of Basel" issue.

Congratulations to our AHPS award winners of
Basel, namely Harlan Stone (large gold), Ralph
Soderberg and Richard Schaefer, Jr . who all received
"gold" indeed a feat with such tough competition - and
yours truly got a large silver.

The "new" judging rules, established by the Union
of Swiss Philatelic Societies and approved at its
Annual Meeting of Delegates on January 14, 1995 at
Bern, contains among the changes also a provision for
entering the Swiss Soldier stamps, hence giving these
stamps a legitimate, competitive stand in Swiss
exhibitions under Article 3 .82, Class 10: Special
Studies and Swiss Soldier Stamps. These Swiss Soldier
Stamps are very popular and it was nice to see a fine
article in "Topical Time" (July-August, '95) by Lois and
Gordon Bennett, a longtime member of AHPS, entitled
"Terra Incognita for Topical Collectors - Swiss Soldier
Stamps".

Preparations for our annual meeting in conjunction
with "ARIPEX", January 5-7, 1996 are progressing
smoothly and a very fine program has been planned by
Donn Lueck and Chuck LaBlonde. The latter has
made many good contacts in Switzerland and we hope
we will also get some participation from there . With
the Swiss Franc being that high, what a chance to
visit with us in Arizona. Hence, now is the time to get
your exhibits ready, because the deadline for entering,
October 15, is approaching very fast!

We are also looking forward to meeting at "Pacific
'97" in San Francisco. Mr. Bruce Marsden of
Burlingame, CA has volunteered for the AHPS
convention chairmanship . Your Board of
Directors has gratefully accepted this fine
offer and you will hear more about it at
"ARIPEX" and thereafter . As a matter of fact,
Mr. Marsden has participated in many stamp
shows by showing his very fine and
ever-changing "Swiss Fondue" exhibit.

Those of you who collect censored mail
from and to Switzerland during W.W. II and
are searching for a Nancy censor station
stamp, which is seldom found and not easily
readable, can now interpret any letter after
11/15/'43 with the Bordeaux (y) closing label
as being censored in Nancy, since at that date
the Bordeaux station was closed and
transferred to Nancy, on 8/29/'44 in turn
again to Hornberg (S.W. Germany) and then
to Schorndorf on 2/121'45. (AGZ Rundbrief
75/93 - AG 3A3-13-2)

Happy hunting!
Ernest L Bergman
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BASLER TAUBE AWARDS

Gold Medalists Harlan Stone and Ralph Soderberg.

The four AHPS members exhibiting at Basler
Taube are to be congratulated for their fine showing
and honor that they brought to AHPS. The following
awards were received:

Harlan Stone, Large Gold for his Sitting Helvetias
Richard Schaefer Jr ., Gold plus prize for his

Destinations 1875 - 1907
Ralph Soderberg, Gold plus Prix d'Honneur (an

1831 St. Gotthard Pass postal horn donated by
Zumstein) for his IKW issue.

Ernest Bergman, Large Silver plus prize (a nice
watch) for his Censored Mail.

Basler Taube Judge Chuck LaBlonde among exhibits.
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WORLD WAR II -- ONE
MORE TIME - PART 7

by Charles J . LaBlonde
Our visit to the PTT Library

Archives turned up many
surprises, one of which will be
discussed in this installment . I never
before realized that Switzerland
had actually chartered ships dur-
ing the early days of WW II, to sail
from Genoa and carry mail across
the Atlantic Ocean. Let 's look at
some evidence from the PTT
Bulletins.

On 27 January 1941, in PTT
Bulletin 22, we read POSTAL
CONNECTIONS WITH THE
STEAMSHIP "JURKO TOPIC"
GENOA - NEW YORK, as
follows:

"On 10 February 1941 the ship
"Jurko Topic" chartered by Swit-
zerland is scheduled to sail from
Genoa to New York . It will be
used to transport packages from
Switzerland to the USA as well as
other neutral countries in Amer-
ica and East Asia . The postage
and other transport conditions are
the same as those published for
the Lisbon-New York route. But
each piece must be clearly
marked, "mit Dampfer Jurko
Topic." Goods that normally re-
quire customs papers must be ac-
companied by approval from
Italian officials in Bern . Items to
be transported must arrive by 5
February 1941 at the usual as-
sembly offices Geneva 2 and Basel
17."

And 4 days later, in Bulletin
23, we read:

"The 10 February 1941 sailing
of the steamship "Jurko Topic"
from Genoa to New York, an-
nounced in Bulletin 22, will not
take place . This means that pack-
ages to be sent via Genoa should
be held until further notice ."

And even later, in Bulletin 41
dated 28 February, we read:

"The departure of the char-
tered steamship "Jurko Topic "
from Genoa to New York, an-
nounced in Bulletin 22, will now
take place in the first half of
March. It will be used for

transport of packages to the USA
and other neutral countries in
America and East Asia. All other
conditions still apply. Packages for
this ship must be at the assembly
offices Geneva 2 and Basel 17 by 8
March ."

There were other ships char-
tered by Switzerland for the trans-
port of packages . PTT Bulletin 58
announces departure of the char-
tered steamship "Armando" during
April 1941 . Bulletin 70 set 10 April
as the date for packages for the
"Armando" to be at the assembly
points Geneva 2 and Basel 17.

Later in the year, in Bulletin
129, departure of the chartered
steamship "St. Gotthard" was

announced for early July . Packages
had to be clearly marked for trans-
port via this ship and they had to
be at Chiasso 2 not later than 4
July 1941.

Still later, in Bulletin 165, sail-
ing of another ship, the
"Chasserai," was announced for
early September 1941 . Allowed
destinations were named as the
USA and neutral countries of Mid-
dle and South America as well as
China, Japan, the Philippines and
Thailand . Packages were marked
"via Chiasso - Genoa." In a new
twist, the PTT announced that this
ship could only go as far as Gibral-
tar, where the postal items would
be transferred to a regular Genoa -
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Lisbon ship and later to an Ameri-
can ship in Lisbon. To quote:

"The ship "Chasserai" will sail
earlier than expected. Postal items
for this ship must be at the
transfer office Chiasso 2 by 3 September.
On 8 September another ship, the
"Maloja," will sail from Genoa for
Lisbon. This is the ship that will
receive the mail from the
"Chasserai" in Gibraltar ."

On 10 September another sail-
ing was announced for mid-
September of the ship "Padua ."
Packages for the "Padua" had to be
at Chiasso by 12 September.

In October the "Maloja" sailed
again from Genoa to Gibraltar
where its postal cargo was to be
transferred to the "Chasserai" for
transport to Lisbon and New York.

After Pearl Harbor the situa-
tion became even more difficult . In
Bulletin 252, 19 December 1941,
the following appeared:

"1) America . The American
ships have stopped sailing between
Lisbon and New York. The sea post
connections will be maintained as
best as possible with Swiss ships.
In any case, one must expect
confusion and delays in postal traf-
fic with America.

2) Far East . Due to develop-
ments in the Far East, connections
for letters and packages are sev-
ered with North and East China,
Macao, Manchuria, Japan and
Japanese occupied lands, Hong
Kong, Philippines and Thailand.
Items for these areas currently at
the transit offices will be returned
to the senders . We will try to deter-
mine the fate of postal sacks al-
ready underway to these areas ."

Mail for Malaya, Dutch East
Indies, unoccupied China (letters
only), Australia and New Zealand
will be routed via Cape Town. It is
currently unclear whether mail for
French Indochina can be sent via
Marseille . Further information will
be published as soon as possible . "

Now, all this ship activity leads
to some questions. Why did it con-
tinue even after Italy entered the
war? It seems as though only pack-
ages were sent via Genoa. Does
anyone have in his collection any

evidence of this routing, perhaps in
the form of parcel wrappers or par-
cel cards?

As usual all comments and con-
tributions are welcome.

Standing Helvetia,
Zst. Nr. 72C

by H. W. Bossert
(SBZ 1011994 pg. 592; Trans-
lated by Ernest Bergman)

The illustration shows a 72C
which comes from field 50 of the
sheet with the town cancel "So-
lothurn ( . .)1 .00 - 3 Briefpost" . The
cancel shows above and below the
date two defects in form of inter-
ruptions. Furthermore, the picture
on the stamp is strongly displaced
towards the top as is the case of
nearly all known copies . The geo-
graphical location of this to date
known copies is concentrated in
the cities of Solothurn, Biel and
Basel . Of the seven known dates of
use, two pairs originate from
"Solothurn-Fahrpost" of June 1898
and the- "Solothurn-Briefpost" of
January and June 1900 . Further-
more, two copies of September
1898 have the cancel "Bienne-
Messag" and a single copy with
the earliest known date of March
30, 1898 came from "Basel Fil . V,
St. Klara". One of the above men-
tioned pairs is in the PTT Museum
and can be seen . There is only one
question left : How do these copies
derive? It can be explained on the
basis that the sheets printed with

plate 72A, was perforated with per-
foration 11 1/2 x 11 instead of 11
3/4. It is interesting to note, that
all 72C which I know, have two or
more cancel imprints . The extreme
rarity is however not influenced by
this. Based on the above men-
tioned dates, one can come to the
conclusion that only a few sheets
were such perforated. As only 10
copies of the 72C are known to
exist, the possibility exists that new
copies will be discovered.

Who will find the next 72C?
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Strubel Mail on American Sailing Ships

	

by Herbert Brach

Sailing ships carrying
Strubel mail to the U .S. is
a concept that had never
occurred to me before, nor,
to the best of my knowl-
edge, had it to anybody
else .

It is said that igno-
rance is bliss and, in this
case, it really was. It all
began with an inquiry re-
garding sailing schedules.
Ed Walton, an AHPS
member in Canada, sent
me photocopies of over 100
library index cards on
which he had meticulously
recorded the information
on Strubel covers going
abroad that had appeared
in Swiss auctions going
back to the late 1970s.

Studying the informa-
tion on his cards I noticed
that there were two Stru-
bel covers (shown at right)
that showed a "6" in circle
marking. This was an
enigma to me and, what
bothered me even more,
there was no sign of the
usual marking of the U.S.
East Coast port exchange
offices of New York or
Boston which are present on
every other Strubel cover
to the U.S. I had ever
seen.

Time to consult the ex-
perts. Dr. J. C . Arnell,
author of "Atlantic Mails"
and, through the kind help
of Bill Welch, the editor of
the "American Philatelist",
Mr. Richard P. Winter, the co-author of "North

Atlantic Mail Sailings 1840-1875" and president of the U.S.
Philatelic Classics Society, as well as Douglas and
Nancy Zielinski Clark, a husband-and-wife team of ex-
perts on non-contract ship mail, were asked for help.

The quickly forthcoming answers were unani-
mous: The "6" in circle marking is a postage due
marking of New York. It was used to indicate the 6
cents incoming ship letter fee for letters addressed to
the arrival port, in this case, New York ." This meant
that the two letters had been transported by a vessel
that did not have a contract to carry bagged mail.
since there were no steamships in service between Le

Havre and New York at that time that did not have
such a contract, this automatically meant a sailing
ship. Since American sailing ships had managed to
crowd out everybody else on the Le Havre - New York
run over the years, this meant an American sailing
ship .

This was a major revelation ; it was clear now that
some Strubel mail had, indeed, been transported on
American sailing ships . While I savored the thought
of this discovery, another question started nagging me.
If there were Strubel letters carried on sailing ships to
New York, were there any that went beyond the port
of arrival and, if so, what rates did they pay?
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My search quickly centered on
two Strubel covers, the only ones
known to me to have a New York
"SHIP" cancel. One of these was a
12 April 1855 letter from Basel to
Monroe, Michigan which I happen
to own (illustrated at right) . The
other is a 5 August 1855 letter
from Zurich to New Orleans,
which bears an identical New
York "SHIP" cancel . Both were
prepaid with postage to European
port of embarkation only (60 Rp
for the Rayon I location of Basel
and 65 Rp for the Rayon II loca-
tion of Zurich) and both left from
Le Havre . But why were these
two letters that went a long
distance beyond the arrival port of
New York assessed only 5 cents in
postage due when the letters ad-
dressed to New York itself had been assessed 6 cents.

Mr. Winter and the Clarks were approached again
for help and very kindly came through again . "You
have discovered one of the anomalies of the U .S. ship
rates of the 1850s. Effective April 1, 1855, the single
domestic rate, which now had to be prepaid, was set at
3 cents under 3000 miles per 1/2 ounce (it was 10 cents
over 3,000 miles) . Most incoming letters came unpaid;
they were accepted and forwarded collect and charged
5 cents . Of that amount, 3 cents went to pay the rate
under 3,000 miles, while the 2 cents ship fee was paid
to the ship captain delivering the letters to the Post
Office, if the ship was one of U .S. registry. Otherwise,
the U.S. Post Office Department just kept the ship fee.
But, the 6 cent port of entry ship rate, in effect since

1799, remained. And so, we had the situation where a
ship letter addressed beyond the port of entry (yet
under 3,000 miles) was charged less than such a letter
addressed to the port! In 1863, the ship rate to port
was reduced to 5 cents to eliminate this inequity ."

Mr. Winter went even further to document the fact
that these two Strubel letters also traveled via Ameri-
can sailing ships by consulting his "New York Times"
file and giving me chapter and verse on my cover to
Monroe, Michigan . " I am confident that the vessel
that carried this letter to New York was the- Marine
Union Line sailing packet "Connecticut" , 1,081 tons,
Captain Welch, which arrived in New York on 23 May
1855 after a 28 day voyage from Le Havre . this would
put the sailing date from the French port at 25 April
1855." The Bureau Maritime Havre mark on the back
of my cover is dated 22 April 1855 and the New York
exchange office mark is May 24, 1855, thus fully con-
sistent with his verdict.

As a result, we now know that at least four Strubel
letters were carried across the Atlantic on American
sailing ships ; two to New York, with 6 cents postage
due and two beyond, with 5 cents postage due . The
thought takes a little getting used to.

September 1995

More joy than this discovery, though, was brought
to me by the heartwarming realization of how fortu-
nate I was to be a member of a unique circle know as
philatelists, where experts in their field give freely
and unstintingly of their knowledge to hose asking for
help. To all of them I dedicate this article in gratitude.

Editor's comments

	

Dick Barton
Congratulations to the AHPS exhibitors at Basler

Taube and Charles LaBlonde, a judge . Now most of us
missed this fine show, but we have an opportunity to
attend another fine show in Phoenix January 5-7,
1996 at ARIPEX. Donn Lueck and Chuck LaBlonde
have gone to a lot of effort to make our 1996 conven-
tion one of the best ever. Rumor has it that a Swiss
judge will be in attendance (an opportunity for us non-
international exhibitors to get some international feed-
back) . Special effort has also been made to get Swiss
stamp dealers to attend and at least one has so com-
mitted (see ad on back page) . There are plans to have
a special seminars on Swiss philately the day before
the show . These are usually done during the show,
but the agenda is much more aggressive and such ses-
sions would detract too much from the show itself. So
no excuses, take a break from the cold Northern
weather and vacation in Phoenix just after the New
Year.

Some questions have been received regarding in-
clusion (or lack thereof) of articles submitted for
TELL. To help clarify, I try to provide a variety of
subjects that I feel are of interest to the members.
Items submitted on disk are given preferential
treatment, because they take considerably less time for
yours truly, a noble volunteer. Columns that are a
regular feature, such as Profiles of Swiss Stamp Col-
lectors, will be continued. Series articles, such as
WWII will be provided priority. I do not have time to
answer every submittal request and I do notbelieve
that TELL should provide free advertisement .
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Profiles of Swiss Stamp Collectors
Richard Hall

	

by Robert D. Gleichenhaus
The reason AHPS has enjoyed years-

of success is due to the tireless efforts of
dedicated members . A perfect example of
such effort is Dick Hall.

Dick has served as Secretary of AHPS
for many years, so long in fact that he
can't remember when he was first elected
other than that it was in the late 1970s
and he has been Secretary "almost as long
as Frank Young has been Treasurer".

A member since 1976, Dick was also a
member of one of the predecessor societies
going back to the 1950s.

If we were to take a poll of the educa-
tional accomplishments of our member-
ship, AHPS would rank very high . As an
example, Dick Hall, whose professional title is "Direc-
tor of Systems Engineering" for the Aerospace
Corporation, has a BS in Chemistry from MIT and a Ph .D.
in Physical Chemistry from the University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley.

Dick's activities in AHPS is interesting because he
has managed to intertwine his Swiss collecting with
his real world life . Dick first got involved with the
AHPS while working with Dale Eggan, Harlan Stone,
and others on the initial efforts to index TELL . From
there he was appointed to be the Librarian and then
asked to run for Secretary.

His Swiss collection is solely a 20th century affair.
He collects mint copies plus first day covers . In addi-
tion his current passion is the cancellations of Switzer-
land. Namely the K-cancels, machine, Sonder and
Automobile cancels. His cancel collection is organized
along Cantonal lines, with all the cancels related to a
particular Canton grouped together . It is organized
around maps of the canton, showing where each little
town is and giving some details on that's shown on the
cancel . "It's different; definitely not FIP class, but I
have fun." He is presently working on the Canton
Aargau and plans to exhibit at our convention at
ARIPEX. He says that it provides him with an oppor-
tunity to learn about each canton and acts as an arm-
chair travel.

He and his wife took their first trip to Switzerland
in September 1993. He used his philatelic knowledge
of Switzerland to plan the trip. "If the Swiss felt it was
good enough to be pictured on a stamp, it was probably
worth going to see ." His wife, a stamp widow, loved
the trip and fell in love with the Swiss trains . Arriv-
ing in Zurich, they went to Luzern by train, by boat to
Fluelen and caught the William Tell express through
the St. Gotthard tunnel to Lugano, then by bus to Ti-
rano . There they caught the Bernina Express to St.
Moritz and the Glacier Express to Zermatt . Then they
rented a car and drove to Montreau, Lausanne, Gru-
yeres and Bern. Then to Interlaken, over the Furka

and Grimsel passes to Andermatt, Altdorf, and back to
Luzern and Zurich for the return home.

His interests and activities are not limited to Swiss
stamps. He is a member of the Board
of Governors of the Bureau Issues As-
sociation. He compiled and the BIA
published a 60 year index to the Bu-
reau Specialist . . He also collects 20th
century US, France and the British
Commonwealth . He only gets new is-
sues for Great Britain, Canada, New
Zealand, Australia, Ireland, and a
couple other little countries . He quit
US new issues in 1993 when the
Postal Service started using 2 or 3
printers for a given issue and much of
the British Commonwealth as he felt
that they had fallen into the trap of
becoming "sand dune issuers". He

also has a collection of Germany between the wars and
a large accumulation of the German Buildings issue.

When he was a senior in high school (1955), he be-
came entranced by the beauty of Swiss stamps, par-
ticularly the Pro Juventute and Pro Patria issues.
While at college he worked for R . Edwin Elliot, who
was the Amateur Collector representative in North
America . Mr. Elliot supplied him with Swiss stamps,
a little at a time. He also received a 500 to 1000 Sol-
dier stamp collection, which he has continued. Mr. El-
liot gave him detailed description of the Pro Juventute
Coat of Arms series, describing the heraldry and sym-
bology of the background items in the series. That
started his interest in studying the designs of the
Swiss stamps.

Some of his most interesting experiences in AHPS
have to do with the people he has met. "As Secretary I
get little notes that people include with their dues
thanking all of the officers for their efforts . These
really make the job a pleasure . Perhaps my most
memorable experience related to AHPS occurred in
June 1994. My wife and I had driven across the coun-
try to attend my 35th reunion at MIT, which was held
in Portland, Maine. On the trip back home, we drove
through Herkimer, NY and stopped to have lunch with
Frank Young. Frank puts on a great lunch! Another
occurred in the early 1980s while on a business trip to
Detroit. Ralph Soderberg invited me over to his house
to view some of his gems from his safely deposit box.
It was simply incredible, uncut sheets of the tete-beche
definitive booklet stamps and other items too numer-
ous to cite . "

When asked what aspect of AHPS has most bene-
fited his Swiss stamp collecting, he answered, "The
Sales Circuits have been a real source for new
material for my collection . Emil Tobler does a great job
with the circuits . Plus I have learned an incredible
amount from the articles in TELL, plus my contacts
with the members. It 's a great group! "

We can turn that around and say that Dick has
done a lot for AHPS and "he is a great person".
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Judging, Swiss Style
by Charles J. LaBlonde

To say that judging at Basler Taube was the
philatelic thrill of a lifetime is simply a gross
understatement! It was better than that! In the next
few paragraphs I will try to briefly describe the
process . . .the emotion cannot be described.

Several months prior to the show judges were
assigned to the entered exhibits, based upon expertise.
The judges worked in teams of two . . .my partner was
Paolo Vollmeier, a living legend of Swiss
philately . . .and one of the funniest men I met in Basel!
We had 24 exhibits to judge, all postal history, a
mixture of Geneva, Vaud, Ticino, Italy, Alsace,
Luxembourg and some modern postal history items,
such as machine cancels and censored mail.

Since the awards are given by class, according to
the new (1995) Swiss exhibition regulations, the first
job of the judges was to be sure that all exhibits were
in the correct class . Each group of two judges certified
that all of their exhibits were correctly classified.
After much discussion, we reclassified several.

The judges then made their initial assessment of
the exhibits. Points were tallied, the first time around
without discussion. Then all the judges went back and
looked at all the exhibits . We held a second vote, this
time with discussion . Scores were adjusted. . .politics
started to emerge . We examined all large gold exhibits
as well as all exhibits very close to gold.

Also at this time the judges were asked to submit
to the jury president (in writing) any suspected
forgeries in their exhibits . Suspected forgeries were
examined by three experts, who either certified the
items, or confirmed forgery, in which case the exhibit
was subject to penalty.

An interesting discussion ensued here since many
of the thematic exhibits contained one or more of the
20th century US postmaster fancy cancels . Several of
the jurors wanted to label them forgeries . . .it seemed
they had never seen these cancels
before.

In conjunction with the third and
final vote, we took into account the
previous record of the exhibit (recall
that each Swiss exhibit has a "passport"
giving its pedigree . . .the passports are
available to the jury) and discussed any
large differences between history and
present. By this time, 98% of the 295
exhibits had their final award . . .we
discussed the exceptions . In cases of
doubt we erred on the plus side.

Large differences between assigned
point total and historical rating seemed
to arise in two situations : 1) The
previous judges missed something . 2)
The exhibit changed.

The overall level of awards was very
high, which is expected at the national

September 1995

show since a vermeil or better was required to qualify
for the show. The medal summary was:

-Large Gold 23 -Large Silver 50
-Gold 44 -Silver 17
-Large Vermeil 74 -Silver Bronze 4

-Vermeil 83
After all point totals were settled, we began the

process of determining the best-in-class prizes . In each
class, a jury member made an oral presentation on
each of the top 2 or 3 exhibits, then we voted the
winner. This proved to be a great learning process! I
had the pleasure of presenting Giovanni Balimann's
machine cancel exhibit in the modern postal history
class (we lost).

We checked and rechecked the point totals, but in
the end each exhibit was awarded "what it deserved"
and the point totals adjusted accordingly. Several
judges expressed to me support for the US subjective
judging system.

We started at 10 AM on Friday and completed
everything by 5 PM on Wednesday, including filling
out the forms for the exhibitors and awarding the
donated prizes, itself a very interesting exercise.

Philately was not the only excitement . . .these
judges liked to eat and drink! One night we all went
over to a great restaurant in Alsace for a four hour
dinner production, another night to the Waldhaus in

Basel . Friday the show committee took the jury on a
tour to the "Saut du Doubs ." The day included a fine
lunch, followed by an amazing dinner in Binningen
Castle near Basel . At the dinner each juror received a
Basler Taube large gold medal.

All day Sunday the jurors were on call for
discussions with the exhibitors . . .business was light.
My low point came at this time, when an exhibitor
requested a critique in French! All regular jury
proceedings were conducted in High German, with
side discussions in many languages . At the end of
Sunday the jury was paid and all parted, left with
only the many memories .
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AHPS Auction 104
The Zumstein 1992 Specialized catalog is the basis for the value column ; the conversion rate used

is SFr. 1 = $.85. Newer catalogs may have higher or lower prices! Please send your bids to

George Struble, 210 18th St. NE, Salem OR 97301 . Bids must be received by October 15.
Our next AHPS auction will appear in the January TELL . Please submit items for that auction

by October 20. A couple of you have wanted to bid on a number of lots, but place a limit on your total
purchase . You should all know that I am happy to honor such conditions.

Lot

	

Description

Rayons

1

	

Z. 16 II (Sc . 8) T37, Stone D, pos . LO Four good margins, blue green grill cancel (Ph)

2

	

Z. 16 II (Sc . 8) T23, Stone E, pos . LO Four margins, but close at bottom . Black grill

cancel (Ph)

3

	

Z. 16II .1 .10 (Sc. 8 var) very thin paper, Type 40, Stone E, Pos . RO Three good margins, cut

into at left . Light grill cancel (Ph)

4 Z. 17 II (Sc . 10) Four full frame lines, 3+ margins . Unused, partial OG (Ph)

5

	

Z . 18a .2 .01 (Sc. 11 var) Rayon III Type 5 with diagonal line variety. "Fresh color and

somewhat smudgy blue cancellation ; cut on frame line at left, adequate to wide margins
elsewhere" - Zeigler certif. (Ph)

MB Value

40 161

35 161

140 459

100 680

200 935
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Lot

	

Description

	

MB Value

6

	

Z . 18 (Sc . 11) Two wide margins ; frame line at lower left barely cut into . Black grill cancel.

	

200 850
Signed Richter (Ph)

7 Z. 18 (Sc . 11) Four wide margins, light grill cancel (Ph)

	

250 850

Strubels

8 Z. 23A (Sc . 16) Four margins, left sheet margin . Light grill cancel . Fresh color ; a gem!

	

40

	

38
(Ph)

9 Z. 23B (Sc. 21) Four full frame lines, two margins . Sharp SON cds A&E 5801

	

50 110

10 Z . 22C.c (Sc. 24) 5 rp. dull grey brown . Four full frame lines and small margins . Light

	

40 149
cds

11 Z. 26C .2.01, 2.05 (Sc. 29 var.) 40 Rp . Basel cds. Two margins. Two varieties (in one

	

50 140
stamp): top frame line not inked, white spot to right of head

12 Z. 27C (Sc . 30) Four full frame lines, two margins . Light clear black P .D. cancel (Ph) 390 935+

13 Z. 22Ga (Sc. 36) 5 rp . dark brown . Four full frame lines and margins . Sharp SON

	

18

	

23
Burgdorfcds A&E 5418

14 Z. 22Ga (Sc. 36) 5 rp . dark brown . Four full frames lines, four margins, incl . two

	

18

	

23
frame lines from neighboring stamps . Light Zurich cds

15 Z. 23G.2.01 (Sc . 37 var) Comet variety . Three frame lines and margins . Two cds

	

75 268
cancels (Ph)

16 Z. 24G.2.01 (Sc . 38) Split right frame line -- exceptionally clear example . Four full frame

	

34

	

89
lines, three margins . Tied to piece with light clear Morges cds . (Ph)

17 Z. 24G (Sc . 38) 15 Rp. Almost three frame lines ; bottom frame line faint to missing . Clear

	

30

	

64
SON Basel 11 Dec 58 cds.

Sitting Helvetia

18 Z. 29 (Sc . 42) Sitting Helvetia 3 ct. F-VF, with light indistinct cds

	

50

	

136

19 Z. 33 (Sc . 46) 30 cent vermilion . VF except for a couple of short perfs . Tied to piece by

	

19

	

40
sharp Geneve cds

20 Z. 34 (Sc . 47) 40 cent green. VF except for some short perfs at bottom. Tied to piece with

	

29

	

70
two Zurich cds

21 Z. 35 (Sc . 48) 60 ct. Sitting Helvetia. VG/F, Zürich 16 JUL 66 cds

	

50 212

22 Z. 36a (Sc. 50a) red-brown Unterdruck . F . Light Zurich cds

	

110 425

23 Z. 36a (Sc. 50a) red-brown Unterdruck . F . Light Lugano cds

	

110 425

24 Z. 49 (Sc . 65) 25 cent . VG/F, SON Zürich 25.III.82 cds. "Very nice and clear cancellation,

	

30

	

93
which does come from one of the obliterators in use at that time in Zurich . It is genuine" -
Liniger certif.

25 Z. 50 .1 .12 (Sc. 66 var) VG/F M HR, small thin at top

	

50 255

Cross & Numeral, Standing Helvetia, . ..

26 Z. 59A.a (Sc . 70a) 3-ct. F-VF, SON cds *

	

19

	

42

27 Z. 64B (Sc . 76?) 15-ct. Cross and Numeral . Almost VF MNH. Fresh color, full gum

	

70

	

76

28 Z. 71B (Sc . 93) F with several short perfs, SON cds and part of a second cds

	

40 106

29 Z. 69C 40 ct . Standing Helvetia VG/F MH Perfs close at right (Ph)

	

250 1,062

30 Z. 71E (Sc . 87b) 1 fr . VG/F. SON St. Gallen upside down 21 .VIII .01 cds (Ph)

	

100 340

31 Z. 89A (Sc . 108a) VF with box cancel

	

59 212

32 Z. 92A (Sc . 111) 3 fr . VG/F Perfs into design at top . SON cds

	

50 161

33 Z. 92C (Sc. 111a) 3 fr . F, two cancels

	

60

	

238

34 Z. 77B (Sc. 98) F MNH Perfs touching at top, corner crease

	

40

	

55
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Lot

	

Description

	

MB Value

35 Z. 77B (Sc. 98) 5 ct. UPU F-VF MH

	

16

	

55

36 Z. 77B (Sc. 98) 5-ct UPU pair VF M, HR

	

33 119

37 Z. 115z (Sc. 144a) F-W block of 4 with single clear Zurich cds. One perf sep .

	

45 149

38 Z. 122 (Sc . 166) 15 ct. XF MNH, perfectly centered, fresh (Ph)

	

50 106

39 Z. 122 (Sc . 166) F-W, M HR

	

19 106

40 Z. 126 II (Sc . 167) F-W block of 4 with two cds cancels

	

21

	

68

41 Z. 131 (Sc . 184) VF MLH

	

180 446

42 Z. 132-5, 146-9, 150A, 1512, 180-81 (Sc . 186-9, 193-7, 199, 207-8) Overprints . F-W M, most

	

30

	

125
with HR, but 80 ct . on 70 ct . NH with gum skips

43 Z . 160 (Sc . 180) 30-cent Tell, VF MLH

	

10

	

42

44 Z. 178 (Sc . 206) 5 fr. VF M, minute trace of a hinge mark

	

150 531

45 Z . 179 (Sc . 185) 10 fr . green. W used

	

13

	

68

46 Z . 205y W used, except for a corner crease

	

10

	

38

47 Z . 218v (Sc. 246) W, clear Chaux-de-Fonds cds

	

13

	

51

48 Z. 272 (Sc . 303) 3 fr . PAX W used

	

38 110

49 Z. 290 (Sc . 321) F-VF MLH

	

11

	

55

50 Z. 363R (Sc . 390b) F-VF MNH lower margin block of 12 . Unusual multiple

	

30 75+

Tête-beche . ..

51 Z. K1 (Sc. 133a) W, cds on each stamp (Ph)

	

65 195

52 Z. Ki (Sc. 133a) F-W M, small HR

	

14

	

64

53 Z. K3 (Sc. 148a) VF, cds on each stamp

	

30

	

85

54 Z. K7II (Sc. 152a) very nicely centered, a couple of short perfs, single machine cancel (Ph)

	

210 552

55 Z. K9 (Sc . 172c) F-W, light cds on each stamp

	

70 234

56 Z. K9 (Sc. 172c) W, cds on each stamp

	

80 234

57 Z. K9 (Sc. 172c) F-W M HR One perf sep

	

50 263

58 Z. K12 (Sc. 162a) W, single cds cancel

	

35

	

72

59 Z. K12 (Sc. 162a) W, cds on each stamp

	

30

	

72

60 Z. K20 (Sc. 175a) VF, single SON cds

	

10

	

14

61 Z. K22 VF with single SON cancel

	

40

	

59

62 Z. K26y F-W with single cancel

	

20

	

27

63 Z. K28-31 (Sc. 220a-223a) F-W, each with single cancel

	

23

	

17

64 Z. K51-4 (Sc. 441b-444b) W blocks of four, both MNH and with single central cancel (FD

	

8

	

17
cancel on 15 ct.)

65 Z. OZ41 (Sc. B229a) 1953 PJ sheet of 24. VF MNH

	

310 595

66 Z. S36 W used, center line of perfs offset to right . One perf sep .

	

25

	

64

67 Z. S39 W, corner cancel on each stamp, one short perf . (Ph)

	

110 297

68 Z. S42 F-W used (Ph)

	

100 297

69 Z. S42Az W, cds on each stamp

	

25

	

68

Air Mail

70 Z. F11 (Sc . C11) VF MLH

71 Z. Fil (Sc. C11) VF, corner cancel

72 Z. F15 (Sc . C14) VF used

12

	

53

30

	

93
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Lot

	

Description

73 Z. F24a (Sc. C25a) Light red overprint VF M LH

74 Z . F45 (Sc . C45) F-W M LH

75 Z. F45 (Sc . C45) VF MNH

Pro Juventute, Pro Patria . ..

76 Z. W I 4 (Sc . B4) VF MNH

77 Z. W I 24 (Sc . B24) F-VF used

78 Z. W II 12 (Sc. B105) 1940 sheet. VF MNH

79 Z. W II 102 (Sc . B297) 1960 Owl sheet VF MNH

80 Z. W III 1 (Sc. 226) 1934 NABA sheet. VF MNH

81 Z. W III 21 (Sc. B143) Lifeboat sheet VF MNH

Postage Due

82 Z. P14N (Sc . J14) VF, box cancel (Ph)

83 Z. P20F II N 50 ct . VF; clean Chiasso cds.

Covers

84 Z. 16 II (Sc . 8) T24, Stone B, pos . RO Baden cancel A&E grp . 122 #2440; black grill cancel

	

200 425
ties stamp to cover. Right margin copy, three good margins, cut close at left

85 Z. 20 (Sc . 12) Rayon III Type 7 Pos. MLII Black grill cancel ties stamp to folded letter .

	

120 340
Straight-line GANTERSCHWIL cancel on letter . Stamp has two margins, cut in at left,
and into bottom frame line . Small brown hole in cover next to stamp ; no other faults.
Zeigler certif.

86 Z. 24D, 25B (Sc . 28, 23) Clear Geneve cds to Grenoble ties stamp to folded letter. Each
stamp has three margins. Appropriate transit markings. Zeigler certif. including Suisse
Amb. Geneve

87 Z . 30, 40 (Sc . 43, 55) 5, 20 ct . Sitting Helvetia, Genève to Calvisson (France) . Suisse Amb.
Marseille transit, PD, and French backstamp . Crease at bottom not affecting stamps.
Pretty cover.

88 Two covers to Lyon . Z. 41 (Sc . 56) from Basel with red Suisse Lyon transit, PD mark, Lyon
arrival. Z. 45 (Sc . 61) on paper wrapper with black Lyon Rhone transit mark.

89 Z. 43 (Sc . 59) on clean cover Neuchatel to Platinat . Ph. Suchard backstamp

90 Z. 49 (Sc . 65) on clean cover Neuchatel to Palatinat. Ph. Suchard backstamp

91 Z. 59B, 61B, 62B (Sc . 70, 73, ?) cover Genève to an Austrian officer in western Ukraine . 3
ct . stamp is damaged ; left quarter of the cover is cut, off.

92 Z . 70A on clean cover Neuchatel to Pfalz . Ph. Suchard backstamp. Lower corners of

	

35

	

93
envelope clipped.

93 Kocher stamps 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D on registered cover front Chaux-de-Fonds to Paris. Also Z.

	

275 532
117-19, 108 (Sc . 146-8, 132). Red Kocher stamp is slightly damaged

94 Official postcard picturing Herzl from the 15th Zionist Congress in Basel, with Congress

	

50 170
cancel 8 .IX.27 on Z. 155 . Pén catalog 1988 #S.127. Pén value

95 Z. 163y on censored cover to NY, forwarded to Canada

	

125 255

96 Cover postmarked with 22 .VII.28 Eidg. Turnfest in Luzern, with Z. 169, 171, 172 (Sc. 155,

	

10

	

38
163, 168C) . Pén Catalog 1988 #S.130; Pén value

97 Z. 320-23 (Sc . 351-4) (two copies of 5 ct.) Cacheted registered FDC to New York . German

	

20

	

59
cancel

98 Cover postmarked with 24 .VII .29 Tiro Federale in Bellinzona cancel, with Z . K23, 152 .

	

10

	

30
Pén catalog 1988 #S.136; Pén value

MB Value

75 212

	

10

	

51

	

22

	

51

	

12

	

23

	

24

	

85

300 574

24 76

600 1,232

130 319

	

111

	

319

	

20

	

51

150 395+

85+

20

	

51

70 234

65 187

15 27+
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Lot

	

Description

	

MB Value

99 Z. F3, 5-9 (Sc. C3, 5-9) on 1923 advertising cover for gas stoves . With stickers for

	

97 248+
Registration, Express and Flugpost . Envelope has crease not affecting stamps, and stain
affecting 40 ct.

100 Z. 140, F3, 5-12 (Sc. 140, C3, 5-12) 1924 registered cover Zürich to Munich . Red Luftpost

	

200 414+
transit mark, Munich arrival backstamp. Several stamps damaged.

101 Z. F3, 6 (Sc . C3, 6) on cover front to Nürnberg

	

25

	

93

102 SF24.4a Internationales Flugmeeting Lausanne 29 .V.24. Card franked with Z . F6 (Sc. C6)

	

30

	

85

103 SF25.6 Lausanne-Milan flight 1 .VIII .25 franked with Z . F3, 11 (Sc . C3, 11)

	

50 137

104 RF25.8 Basel-Mannheim flight 28 .IX.25 franked with Z. F3, 7 (Sc . C3, 7)

	

40 111

105 SF27.1 a Brugg-Yverdon 23 .II .27 franked with Z. F5 (Sc. C5)

	

14

	

37

106 RF27 .4cY La Chaux-de-Fonds to Lausanne 30.V.27 Franked with Z. F6 (Sc . C6)

	

30 102

107 RF40 .1a,b Locarno-Rome-Locarno 18.III .40 franked with Z . F9, 10z (Sc . C9, 10a)

	

35

	

93

108 Z. 15z (Sc. 14a) to England . Clear 1935 Geneve cds. Wrinkled cover not affecting stamp .

	

36 102+
Rare single usage.

109 Z. F41, F32 (Sc. C41, 32) Pro Aero Flight Z . V/A 64c Luzern-Locarno (and on to Havana,

	

20 51+
Cuba!)

110 SF46.11d Locarno-Lausanne 23 .V.46 franked with Z. F41 (Sc . C41)

	

20

	

55

111 SF47.4a Swissair flight 2 .V.47 franked with Z. F42 (Sc . C42)

	

10

	

34

112 Z. 146(2) + W I 15(2) (Sc . 193 and B15) pairs on commercial cover Bulach to Kreuzlingen

	

20 55+

113 Z. 148II, W I 17 on clean hotel envelope Cassarate to Kreuzlingen

	

9 24+

114 Z. W I 178-82 (Sc . B287-91) 1959 Pro Juv . addressed FDC

	

9

	

28

115 Z. W I 183-7 (Sc . B198-202) 1960 Pro Juv . cacheted unaddressed FDC

	

9

	

30

International Agencies

116 Z. D II 28y (Sc. 01) 3-ct. : two sheets of 50, which have been folded and have a few perf

	

15

	

70
seps. ; 48 (Sc. 021) block of 6 ; 64 (Sc. 021A) block of 25 . All stamps F-VF MNH.

117 Z. D II 65-75 (Sc. 037-47) 1950 Official overprints, VF MNH

118 Z. D IV 29 (Sc. 3031) ILO 5 fr . VF used

119 Z. D IV 57-9 (Sc . 3057-9) ILO 3 - 10 fr . F-VF M LH

120 Z. D V 29-39 (Sc . 4029-39) 1950 BIE CTO . VF

121 Z . D VI 6-25 (Sc . 506-25) WHO 1948-50. F-VF MH

122 Z. D VII 18-20 (Sc . 7018-20) UN 3-10 fr. F-W used

123 Z . D VIII 1-8 (Sc. 601-8) 1960 Intl . Refugee Org . CTO. VF

Liechtenstein

124 F24-33, 26a (Sc . C24-33, 26a) 1948 airs VF used (Ph) Cat. Zumstein 1995

AHPS Auction 103
May 1995

Prices Realized

50 132

65 153

15

	

36

40 93

75 382

250 650

60 153

25

	

65
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K CANCEL UPDATE by Charles J LaBlonde
This is a follow-up to the last list of K cancels which appeared in the September 1994 Tell . That list

included all K numbers for the first half of 1994 . It also included a mistake (my apologies) . The first item in the
list (6313 Menzingen) should have been numbered K 469b . This list will show the rest of the 1994 cancels as
well as the first half of 1995.

This year a number of postal codes (PLZ) are changing, many of which affect K cancels . I faxed the PTT to
ask whether all the affected K cancels would be delivered in their subscription and they assured me that that
we would get all the changes. This is the reason for taking out a PTT K cancel subscription.

Recall that the individual postal districts are still in charge of their own K cancels . The cancels are issued
without numbers and the Swiss Cancel Collector's Society assigns the numbers later . The PTT continues to
make a mess out of the K cancel business .

LITERATURE REVIEW
SWISS LETTER MAIL TO FOREIGN
DESTINATIONS 1459-1907 by Richard Schaefer
(BBZ, July/August 1995 Translated by John Steinberg)

This work can rightly be called "sensational" . The
author, Richard H . Schaefer, in a time span exceeding 25
years, collected and researched the material contained in
this book, which is unparalleled . He gained the highest
awards in both National and International exhibitions for
his collection, which formed the basis for his work . It is
also the result of a long-standing study of this complex field
of Swiss Philately . This magnificent, depicted with large
numbers of illustrations of letter mail, the professionally
and outstanding distribution of the text into five main
sections, makes this book an outstanding and most valuable
publication.

With a historical review of the Postal System in
antiquity, in the Middle Ages up to the Modern Age,
Schaefer concentrates particularly during the old
Confederation, the period of the Helvetic, and lastly the
Cantonal Posts. In Part II the Federal Post Office from
1849-1875 is dealt with, with chapters in fundamentals,
postal treaties, printed tariffs, mode of transportation, tax
and postage prerequisites, franking with stamps,
forwarding and management, the various routes and the
overseas routes. The modern epoch begins with the
founding of the Universal Postal Union in 1875 . Part III
exclusively deals with the new international regulations,
treaties, and contracts, Postal communications with
individual districts and states . To the Postal History
collector part V is of particular interest, as in this Section
the tariff handbook for the period 1849-1875 is published,
also the overseas time tables, and their respective travel
times. An assessment of the rarity of destinations during
the period from 1849-1882, a literature and source index
conclude this extraordinary work.

(This publication can really be redefined as an
Encyclopedia with a limited printing of only 850 copies . For
this work Mr. Schaefer was honored with a National Large
Gold Medal in the Literature class, and a special prize with
Felicitations . This work is available in the US through:

Styne Company, Ltd.
P.O. Box #656647
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365-6647

for $250 for AHPS members with membership number .)

Happy K cancel collecting! (Remember you can get K cancels from the PTT by subscription .)

K 1408 763 Därstetten 01 Sep 1994
K 1409 1958 St-Leonard 09 Sep 1994
K 642b 5626 Hermetschwil 17 Sep 1994
K 1410 2714 Les Genevez 16 Sep 1994
K 1411 6512 Giubiasco 24 Sep 1994
K 1412 8570 Weinfelden 30 Sep 1994
K 1413 5312 Döttingen 01 Oct 1994
K 1414 2336 Les Bois 15 Oct 1994
K 1415 6331 Hünenberg 31 Oct 1994
K 1416 8889 Pions 07 Nov 1994
K 1417 8360 Eschlikon TG 11 Nov 1994
K 1418 6287 Aesch LU 28 Nov 1994
K 1419 4123 Allschwil 2 24 Nov 1994
K 1420 4123 Allschwil 3 24 Nov 1994
K 1421 1800 Vevey 1 10 Dec 1994
K 1422 8595 Altnau 03 Jan 1995
K 1423 4613 Rickenbach SO 16 Jan 1995
K 1424 5034 Suhr 23 Jan 1995
K 1425 1227 Carouge GE 01 Feb 1995
K 1426 3037 Herrenschwanden 10 Feb 1995
K 328a 8620 Wetzikon ZH 1 24 Feb 1995
K 1427 4411 Seltisberg 06 Mar 1995
K 1428 4413 Büren SO 06 Mar 1995
K 1429 4512 Bellach 06 Mar 1995
K 1430 4707 Deitingen 06 Mar 1995
K 1431 8363 Bichelsee 13 Mar 1995
K 1432 8634 Hombrechtikon 13 Mar 1995
K 537a 6078 Lungern 16 Mar 1995
K 1433 8524 Uesslingen 03 Apr 1995
K 1434 4554 Etziken 10 Apr 1995
K 106c 3917 Kippel 10 Apr 1995
K 1435 9400 Rorschach 27 Apr 1995
K 1436 3968 Veyras 29 Apr 1995
K 1437 3781 Turbach 01 May 1995
K 1438 2932 Coeuve 05 May 1995
K 1439 1031 Mex VD 13 May 1995
K 1440 8708 Männedorf 26 May 1995
K 24c 5080 Laufenburg 29 May 1995
K 417a 5330 Zurzach 29 May 1995
K 559a 5436 Würenlos 29 May 1995
K 931 a 5070 Frick 29 May 1995
K 1441 5463 Wislikofen 29 May 1995
K 1442 3661 Uetendorf 29 May 1995
K 1443 8195 Wasterkingen 01 Jun 1995
K 1444 5064 Wittnau 12 Jun 1995
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A FORTUNE FOR JAM LABELS
by Peter Meier

(Baslerstab 1994 Translated by Richard Powers)

Is that supposed to be a joke? Actually not . It
depends only on what one does with such labels and
how collectors react to them. Let's consider the
following example.

In 1827 the Principality of Liechtenstein was
serviced by the Austrian Post Office . During World
War I postal traffic was occasionally interrupted and
the mail had to be re-routed. This often led to
unpopular delays. Besides annoying the postal
inspections made life difficult.

Weary of the whole situation, the government
rented in 1918 a post office box in the Sevelen Post
Office in neighboring Switzerland.
A government official or the
community bailiff of Vaduz
delivered mail destined for abroad
twice a week to the Post Office in
St. Gallen and picked up the
arriving mail (held for pickup) on
the way back.

Soon even private persons
handed over their letters to the
courier. That this violated the
existing postal treaty with the
Austrians bothered them very
little . This service was not free.
In order to bring a bit of
orderliness to the procedure and
for the sake of simplicity, the city
council of Vaduz had some labels,
which at that time could be
bought in stationery shops and
which were often used for
identifying jam jars, printed up
with the two-line inscription
"Swiss Mail/Vaduz". This
description was poorly conceived
because there never was a real
(Swiss) post office in Vaduz . A
label cost 10 Heller.

Today one estimates that
approximately 600 letters were
posted with such Courier stamps
affixed nest to the normal postage.
But only very few still exist . such
a cover today has a catalog value
of about 35,000 SFr.

The surplus printed jam labels
(the total number printed in
unknown) ended up in private
hands. Such a Courier stamp
today costs a good 1000 francs . At
the end of the forties a clever
dealer tried to pass off to collectors
unprinted jam labels as "printing
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The Valuable Jam Label
errors" or with the description "without imprint" for
1000 or more francs. A few years later a dealer in
Basel gave away free to each person who sent in a
stamped addressed envelope a "Jam Stamp" without
imprint.
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